CIRCULAR TO ALL NETWORK HOSPITALS

No. Dr.YSRAHCT/PMU-IT/F603/2019-20, Dated: 07.11.2019

Sir,

Sub: Dr.YSR AHCT, Guntur – Implementation of Aadhaar Based Biometric Authentication – Purchase of Aadhaar Compliant Biometric Devices by Hospitals - Reg

With reference to the subject cited above, all the Network Hospitals (Corporate & Government) are requested to note that Dr.YSR AHCT is now migrating from the existing biometric authentication system to Aadhaar based Biometric authentication system during the 2nd or 3rd week of November. Further a pilot will also be conducted shortly in any one district.

In this regard, all the hospitals are hereby instructed to purchase two Aadhaar compliant biometric devices for each hospital for the said purpose. The Make, Model, Vendor and Support details and other instructions to be followed are enclosed for necessary action.

You are also requested to confirm your readiness with the new device at your respective hospitals by 13th of November. The required installation and configuration documents will be available on the portal and you can contact the technical support for device related issues.

This circular is also applicable to all the recently empanelled hospitals in Hyderabad, Chennai, and Bangalore. All hospitals in these three cities also have to purchase the Biometric devices and implement.

Note: It is also to inform you that pl DO NOT give your existing devices (PB100) in buy-back option to the vendors.

Yours faithfully,

Chief Executive Officer

Cc: EO(Admin), JEO(FOSS), PA to CEO, EO(Ops)

Dr.No-25-16-116/B, Chuttugunta, Behind Goutam’s Showroom, Guntur – 522 004
Pre-requisites for Roll-out of Aadhaar based Biometric Authentication

1. Each hospital has to purchase minimum of two devices – one for MITRA and one for MEDCO. Please ensure that both are of same make.

2. **While Purchasing the Devices, all the Hospitals are requested to mention that the devices are being purchased for “AAROGYASRI in AP”**

3. MITRA & MEDCO to Install any one of the two devices (PB510 or Mantra MFS100) software on their (Desktops/Laptop) and its supporting files.

4. In view of migration to Aadhaar biometric authentication, it is mandatory for all the ACTIVE MEDCOs to re-enroll in their respective district Coordinator logins by submitting the self aadhaar details and Biometric for smooth migration.

5. Before Roll out of the project, all the District Coordinators have to collect the Onbed information (atleast one day before of the Roll out) of the patients with Ration Card and Aadhar Number
   i. Sl.No
   ii. Name of the Patient
   iii. Ration Card No followed by member serial number
   iv. Case Number
   v. Aadhar No
   vi. Patient Mobile No

6. To make the MITRA Responsible for each of the assigned Hospital

7. Please make it convenient to participate in Video Conference whenever required.

8. Orientation about Biometric installation and guidance to the following thru Video Conference
   a. Aarogya Mitras
   b. District Coordinators & Office Associates of each district office
   c. Major/Big Hospitals staff who work on this
   d. Teaching, District & Area Hospitals
   e. Hospitals having 100+ Beds
1) **Vendor Details for Sales and Support for MANTRA devices:**

**Make:** MANTRA (Biometric Scanner)  
**Model:** MFS 100  
**For Sales Support:** Phani Kumar M, BDM  
Contact Number: +917490042345,  
Email Id: phanikumar.m@mantratec.com  
**Address:** D.No.1-3/24-19/2, Aravinda Street, Kamakoti Nagar, Vidhyadharapuram, Vijayawada – 520012, Andhra Pradesh  
**For Technical and service complaints:**  
Customer care Number: 07949068010 (Telugu Support),  
email Id: servico.vijayawada@mantratec.com
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2) **Vendor Details for Sales and Support for PrecisionSoft devices:**

**Make:** Precision Soft (Biometric Scanner)  
**Model:** PB510  
**For Sales:** Shaik Sarfraz Ahmed, BDM  
Contact Number: +918886000510, Email Id: ahmed@precisionbiometric.co.in  
**Address:** Plot No.68, Syndicate Bank Colony, West Maredupally, Secundrabad – 500026.  
**For Technical and service complaints:** +914033167500  
**For online booking:** [https://pbrdms.precisionbiometric.co.in/RDPayments/ysraarogyasri.html](https://pbrdms.precisionbiometric.co.in/RDPayments/ysraarogyasri.html)
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